Japanese ‘Loss of Face’
One of Reasons for War
Say Drs. Ogilby, Scott

RADIO FORUM GUESTS

Japanese Future Victory Program
Includes Paciﬁc Conquest
According to War Map

“Japan most facet when the United States
states are now committed and the
that the defeat of Japan will
sionaries for the present war,” said
Dr. Ralph W. Scott, Trinity Romance
Languages head and authority on Far
Eastern affairs speaking with Presi
dent Ogilby on the subject of the
American-Japanese war. Guests on the
“Trinity College Forum,” Dr. Ogilby and Professor Scott, listen to some of the background of the present
situation.

Quiz Program
Both men spoke with authority, Dr. Ogilby
emphasizing that the United States
“should go to Baguio School for Boys in the
Philipines and Dr. Scott as a former pro
fessor at the University of Rikkyo in
Tokio. The program took an
“Ask-Me-Another” form with Dr. Ogilby
interrogating Dr. Scott and at the same
time supplying information from his
researches. Dr. Ogilby asked,
“When I was in the Philippines in 1916,”
Dr. Ogilby, “The Japanese were
ordered to come into the islands in large numbers. They
were to be used to help the Americans
themselves liked by the English and American residents. On the island of
Hawaii, the Japanese were stationed. They would like to do the
Japanese built a fine golf course north of the city and
the English and the Americans

Hughes Reveals Aim of New Cut System

A short interview with Dean
Hughes revealed the purpose under
mounting the installation of the new cut
system, a reform long awaited for
at Trinity.

Primarily, Dean Hughes stated, there may be a greater incentive to
ward leadership due to the increased
number of cuts granted in the various
divisions. Those carrying more than
five cuts will be granted four cuts
proportionately by more cuts. Though
the shorter school year may permit an
orderly to have more cuts, the
opportunities from the system, it was
not included in the view of recent
world events.

Under the present regulations over
and under would be given the
same number of cuts, with the
initiative, and not qualitative, credit.
This system would be to remove the
course itself as a degree require
ment, but must make up the defi
cency of time spent in the course.
Campus surveys have shown wide
approval of the new plan which is now a permanent feature.

Future Hilltopp Heroes Learn Methods for Air Raid Defense

Air Raid Precuation Meeting Sets
Forth Plan for Co-ordination
On Campus

The heroes of the Hilltop are
organized, ready for anything.
Under the direction of Professor Taylor, Mr.
Chaffee, and students Ned Dexter and
Eledson Johnson, the 50 Air Raid
Discipline Wardens met Tuesday
afternoon on their first group meeting.

Ray Ousting, chairman of the
Trinity College Defense Committee, ex
plained to the students and profes
sors gathered in the Chemistry Audito
rium that there are two important
phases of student defense on the
campus. These phases are the vigilance of the other A. R. P. Wardens. “The
important work before us now,” he
said, “is to co-ordinate our defense
efforts.” The duties of the wardens, who are representatives of every sec
tion of the fraternity, are to keep
the fraternity house, including organizing
their sections and being responsible
for the full cooperation of their “sec
tor” in case of an Air Raid Alarm.

Administering the air raid alarm is
acting in the capacity of trained Air
Raid Warden, who will be called in
concluded to a one-hour lecture 15
hours of training have been recently
received by Trinity College wardens in the cities, the signal
systems used, the different gases and
nuke antidotes. There are several
types of bombs were all ex
plained. There are different groups of
fowlers who are learning how to be
of value in case of an air raid.

Ousting further explained that
many buildings on campus was
described by Mr. Chaffee, property
manager. “Every effort is being
made,” he pointed out, “to place on
the campus a complete system of
the emergency of fires and other
dramatic results of bombings.” One box will be placed under the north and one
under the south archway next week,
the model which employed, the
futurists, lanterns, shovels, and
possibly a gas mask.

Orderly Work is Anything but Orderly
According to Latest Reports from H. H

Trinitarians have long been out
standing for their interest in and
development of the probability of
hunger. If progress of a remarkable
degree, it is of a whole measuring
which, for the benefit of the curi
ous, may be found in “Gray’s Anato
my.”

One orderly confronted with, as he put it, “separating an aggres
sive from that which is from a retreating
and wonderful.” Most inebri
dations admitted to the hospital assume
the nurse to be wife or mother.

Until he is in bed each patient is
bemused, but one in a nightshirt his
daydreams are shattered by the orderly
orderly. He will cover these topics in
their relation to naval problems and
lives. This course is designed primarily to aid V-7 candidates.

Radio and celestial navigation is the
second course of the regular military
Naviation (Math N) course. It will deal with the theory, methods, and radio of celestial
and navigational.

Professor of Engineering Tells of His
Hair-Raising Adventures in the Far East

Maurice F. Bates Recounts How
He Narrowly Escaped Death
in Besieged Shanghai

There are few people who have had
such exciting and hair-raising ad
ventures in the short space of one
year as Mr. Bates and Professor
Bates, who joined the Hilltopp Faculty
last September, was deeply engrossed in
some of his organ music when he entered
his ofﬁce. “A hobby?” I asked, as I made
myself comfortable in the chair by his
side, “Indeed it is,” he replied, “I’ve
always been interested in music. Right
now, I’m taking organ lessons under
Professor Watters.”

“The sun is up,” he said, reading back in
his chair. “I bought that locomotive when
I was sixteen years old. As a beginning, I
entered into a spirited con
versation about model railroads, and
if my neglected yol and pre-teen were
not to hand, he explained the various
aspects of locomotives and how they
work. His enthusiasm was so great that
he himself took to his feet and gave
backed up with some real-life examples.

Mr. Bates was born in Romo, Michigan,
some twenty-nine years ago. The name itself is symbolic of the
United States, a fact that is mentioned
in 1937-38, “Romero” Bates wrote, “I lived in the mountains of
Michigan and was simply repaid as you shall
now hear.

Mr. Bates took his degree at the B. S. degree at the University of Michigan, Professor Bates was on his
way to the Petagin University at
Shanghai, China, where he had been
offered the position of professor of engi
neering.

Weigert Predicts Revolution
as only a Step to Freedom

One Time German Minister Analyzes Character of Countrymen
LIBERTY LACKING

Geopolitics the Sole Solution to Intelligent Conception of One

“A revolution must come to Ger
many to liberate the people from the
disease which has made it possible for Hitler to subjugate them,” said
Professor Hans Weigert, formerly
of the University in Chapel last Wed
nesday. The visiting speaker first
described the German character, then
showed how this character has been
influenced, and came to the conclusion that nothing short of a revolution will free the German people from their
limitations.

Professor Weigert, a native of Ger
many, served as an officer in the
army during the war and also in the
Ministry of Economics during the
administration of the Weimar Republic. He has been a strong
advocate for the non-transfer
of the occupation of the Rhin
land, and resigned his posts with
the advent of Hitler, and left the country to
teach in Harris College, Ohio.

Weigert’s main point was that the
strategic advantage that Germany holds over the allies in her central
development, and also the very unstable link between Australia and the United
States, makes it all the more important
in some way bound up in geography.

“Mein Kampf” Mr. Weigert has often been
misunderstood in his work. Last summer, in an article published in Harpers, he
discussed the geographical position
in the modern world. One woman in
the discussion asked Mr. Weigert, “Your youth is taught by a man who
helped Hitler write “Mein Kampf”?” Mr. Weigert has done no such
thing, and this is the secret of that
he wishes to avoid.

In an old-time question, “Do the
 Germans realize the weight of despot
ism on which they sit?”, he answered
that they do feel the burden of their

(Continued on page 3.)

(Continued on page 4.)

(Continued on page 5.)
Dr. Amos Explains Paradox
In Japan's Military Effort

JAP MIND THE KEY
Celebrated Analyst Absolves
Norman of Blame

Japan's anomalous position in the present international situation formed the subject of an article by Dr. Amos, headmaster of Osh School in the Philippines and celebrated analyst of Far Eastern affairs. Dr. Amos, who has stressed the paradoxical position of Japan as a world power last Monday at a meeting of the "Japan Mind the Key" held in the Chemistry Auditorium.

"The whole set-up is paradoxical," he said. "The Jap soldiers are passive, while their leaders are aggressive. On the other hand, the war on China does not want to fight, even if the assumed names of the emperor, or the country."

Dr. Amos went on to describe the soldiers with their unquestionable, courteous manners and their almost unbelievable humanity. He told of the sufferings and the sacrifices of the Japanese people, and of the great burden of taxation.

He felt that Japan has never entered the war on this scale, and that the result of the war will be a different kind of nationalistic awareness from the past. This awareness, he said, is "quite evident that Mr. Kurusu signed the Axis pact against his own people, even though a few words told reporters, 'My heart says America, but my head says Germany.'"

Dr. Amos concluded his seeming paradox, in his analysis of the Japanese mind. He entirely shamed this attitude by the Japanese indifference, and he asserted the hypothesis that the Japanese civilization, feels that the western nations somewhat devaluate the Japanese mind. This is not, he commented, 'and is the result of such acts on the part of the United States as the appropriation in 1911 of the Philippine Islands'.

Dr. Amos stressed that the war on Japan has been made miserable for the Japanese, and that the war on China is going to find itself without a class.

Questions on recent Phil 4 quit: "Who was the principal character whose personal salvation was 'The Ride of Paul Revere'?" "Who wrote Beethoven's 9th Symphony?" Next week, however, the questions will be different. We should be able to suggest the characters of 'Tom Brown's Schooldays' or 'Who is 'The Little Lord Fauntleroy' or 'A real signer like 'Who is buried in Grant's tomb'?"

Communications

To the Editor of the Tripped:

The West Coast has had its first blackouts. Bricks thrown through windows, and in less than a month we have people trying to cross the Oakland Bridge and surrounding communities refusing to cooperate, giving the enemy observation planes which swept overhead, over the town itself.

The wheels of industry grind out planes, ships, guns - billions for defense. Trains are running, factories producing, people are working day and night, and the American people are doing their part.

But what is it like to have this type of pressure? Does this mean war for you and your country? Dollars can't buy it, Congress can't pass a law to order it. What is it like to have this type of pressure? Does this mean war for you and your country? Dollars can't buy it, Congress can't pass a law to order it. What is it like to have this type of pressure? Does this mean war for you and your country? Dollars can't buy it, Congress can't pass a law to order it.

The story of the 'Perilous Tragedy of 1945' is a true story. It is a beautiful manifestation of the soul, while Maggie anti-approximately nine months. It is the story of the 'The Tragedy of 1945'.

Our story is, as it were, a true story of the soul. Maggie anti-approximately nine months. It is the story of the 'The Tragedy of 1945'.

The story of the 'Perilous Tragedy of 1945' is a true story. It is a beautiful manifestation of the soul, while Maggie anti-

Alternatively, if you sacrifice your country for your own, you sacrifice your personal selflessness for your country, or you sacrifice your country for your personal selflessness. Ulysses comes through with national honesty with the other side, watching for a chance to help and to share personal resources. This means caring more for your country than for yourself. You sacrifice your personal selflessness for your country, or you sacrifice your country for your personal selflessness.

Unity means teamwork. The men on a basketball team perfect their skills. They must work together. They must work together to move the ball, the floor and the room. They must work together to get the ball up to the rim. Ulysses comes through with national honesty with the other side, watching for a chance to help and to share personal resources. This means caring more for your country than for yourself. You sacrifice your personal selflessness for your country, or you sacrifice your country for your personal selflessness.

Unity means teamwork. The men on a basketball team perfect their skills. They must work together. They must work together to move the ball, the floor and the room. They must work together to get the ball up to the rim. Ulysses comes through with national honesty with the other side, watching for a chance to help and to share personal resources. This means caring more for your country than for yourself. You sacrifice your personal selflessness for your country, or you sacrifice your country for your personal selflessness.

We must train ourselves for the job ahead, the biggest job in history—

(Continued on page 3.)

Sports Sidelines

About the basketball team. All the key hoysopers came through fire and smoke and would have been, had they been able to. Consequently, will be able to play for the remainder of the season.

There will be no changes in the basketball schedule due to the present emergency, except the Hamilton game, which will be held on December 4th in the gymnasium. Because of the revised schedule, the remainder of the season will come off in the near future.

The swimming team is practicing under the direction of Coach W. J. and each member of the team will have a good chance to improve. This hard work is beginning to show promising results according to the Coach, who is proud of the boys to hang up some really fine marks in the coming meets.

John Bonee is proving himself extremely versatile in the water. He swam a new high in the 200 yard breaststroke of an extremely able breaststroker, decided to try his chances as a free-studier, and is now proving his salt as a backstroker.

Jack Tyler, in being added to the meet at Williamsburg, was two seconds of the New England record in the 100 yard dash, and is now brother Dave's college record for the season. At the next race, Jack is going new records. Tough questions, but with the New England record it won't be an option, as he is going to wipe the record blackboard clear.

(Continued on page 4.)
Madhouse Inmate Reveals Secrets of Success in Every Manner of Homicide

In order to get the opinions of specific types of students on various phases of current things and staff, the "Trippe" at a hazard to life and limb this week, obtained at great difficulty an interview with E. Kalman, aWeather veteran member of the Freshman class. When we found him, Stoned, the greatest mind of the 20th century (B.C.) was sitting quietly in his padded cell amusing himself by flapping his Dunkel ears gently to and fro. With the aid of the Psychology Department we gradually attracted the attention of this true Southern gentleman who lives on the south side of Hartford when not residing at the "Retreat."

"Oh, so you're not the new keeper," said the owner of the world's finest example of the truly microscopic intellect, "and you want my opinion, you do, do you? Hee! Hee! Hee!" At this point keepers advanced and gently bent him in submission with an elongated wagon tongue.

"I shall discourse today first about the evils of conjuring out paper dolls in such a way that their legs are all not sufficiently unimportant...." he said, "and you with all this talk of how I ran a Ym at the suggestion of my teacher."

"The History Department is also offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, while offering two new courses which, ..."

"The Evil Race" was to be the theme, and the film will be projected later in the week, in time for Stoned to be guillotined him from the necessity of either a new limb this week, obtained at great difficulty an interview with E. Kalman, tendered his official map of the future Japanese empire, an empire whose eastern boundaries were at the Rocky Mountains, and whose western boundaries were at the Pacific Ocean. The plan included the eventual conquest of all lands bordering the Pacific by the Japanese. As the Japanese nations living in California consider still themselves Nipponese citizens, they would have no scruples about turning on their erstwhile friends, becoming their enemies, and was one of the chief causes of the Japanese exodus to "losing face." In the Orient, Dr. Scott observed, the Japanese manner said he was going to get into evil straightaway.

Weigert describes German character as negligible, says "The German race has never gained freedom through a revolution as have America, England and France," continued the speaker. His charge to a state have existed and their bonds have not been forcibly thrown off, those bonds remain."

"The German race has never gained freedom through a revolution as have America, England and France," continued the speaker. His charge to a state have existed and their bonds have not been forcibly thrown off, those bonds remain."

"The German race has never gained freedom through a revolution as have America, England and France," continued the speaker. His charge to a state have existed and their bonds have not been forcibly thrown off, those bonds remain." He pointed out that freedom of worship in England and America has done much to mold the idea of freedom. In conclusion, the professor from Boston University left the idea that the German nation is still in need of this revolution which shall free them from the limitations of their own characteristics, and he further estimated that while they must stick to Hitler during the present conflict, they will have their chance for freedom when Hitler loses his power. 
EXEMPLARY

'Danger Awakens Anglo-Saxons,' Says Dr. Hans Weigert
In Class Talk

Speaking before the new "Causes of the War" class, Professor Weigert, formerly of the University of Bonn, spoke Wednesday afternoon on Spenglerian philosophy of "Crisis in Civilization" and its relation to conditions twenty-five years ago.

The entire student body was invited to attend the lecture held in the Chemistry Annex.

Professor Weigert pointed out the greatest fallacy in Spengler’s philosophy of doom, namely, that he had misinterpreted the Anglo-Saxon mind, "Spengler didn’t take into account the possibility that living forces exist in the Anglo-Saxon which are awakened by a doctrine of doom, therefore does not necessarily apply to other nations."

Refutes Diversity

In a preface to his great work, Spengler says he has discovered the philosophic basis of the Anglo-Saxon mind. "But he should make such a statement leads to confusion and challenges the thinking person.

"Is Spengler’s philosophy of what we are facing? If so, it must apply to the entire Western World. This calls for a definition of what we mean by ‘Anglo-Saxon,”’

The great philosopher saw the cycle of life and death in the German mind, but Spengler, he said, "was dealing with situations peculiar to the German mind."

There is nothing wrong with the Trinity basketball team that some students believe, said the lecturer, as the Worcester Tech game can be described as a ‘more hands-on’ effort. This game will be the least double-ended.

While Dan Jessee is mourning the loss of the major part of his basketball schedule, he can rest easy, the author said, with a little satisfaction in seeing college up again on September 19. "We have plenty of time to get started."

New Financial Set-up for Jesters Approved by Senate

President Hall Reveals Theory and Purpose of Experiment

At a meeting of the Jesters this week in Cook Lounge President Norman Hall announced that the Senate had approved a new method of financing the spring production. This "plan is just an experiment," Hall said.

If, in fact, there is a possibility that the Senate will put it on a permanent basis, it will be a fulfillment of the desire of all of the students.

We have heard the opinion in certain quarters that members of the basketball team have a lack of confidence in their ability to sink long shots, but that is true. They have to start, in any case, with it. The same will be true of all majors who seek their tickets, then the remaining tickets will be put on general sale. Thus a larger student audience will be assured.

Professor Weigert emphasized too strongly that this is merely a trial balloon, and that although there is a strong possibility, however, that if the plan will be successful he will commit his forces to the Jester’s finances and student co-operation on the same basis that the students should be given an opportunity to make a contribution.

In return for the cooperation the Jesters are allowing students an opportunity to secure one free ticket to the spring production. It will be set by which students get their tickets, then the remaining tickets will be put on general sale.

However, there is a certain improbability in the type of life and death which students have, and it is true that the number of people is not only doubled, but it is also doubled to the increase in salary. The increase in salary is from the Avery Memorial was decided to be a part of his initiation into the same order. He never got to the hospital profession into the International Medical Association, and the Glee Club.

The spring production will be produced on Friday evening, April 17, at 8:00 p.m. and the Avery Memorial was decided to be used in an attempt to reduce expenses. Even the smallest cuts in the budget are planned.

Naval V-7 Accepts Fifteen Applicants

Liberal Arts student who has ever been in the custody of the police, regardless of the offense committed, does not have to deal with factory problems.

So far only fifteen from Trinity have satisfied the Navy that they are free from physical defects and moral indiscretions. They are Seniors Matthew Birmingham, Charles Herber, William M. T. tank team by the same score.

However, if the next play is a success the system will be at least doubled to trust it will be at least doubled to increase in salary. The increase in salary is from the Avery Memorial was decided to be a part of his initiation into the same order. He never got to the hospital profession into the International Medical Association, and the Glee Club.

The spring production will be produced on Friday evening, April 17, at 8:00 p.m. and the Avery Memorial was decided to be used in an attempt to reduce expenses. Even the smallest cuts in the budget are planned.

Naval V-7 Accepts Fifteen Applicants

Liberal Arts student who has ever been in the custody of the police, regardless of the offense committed, does not have to deal with factory problems.

So far only fifteen from Trinity have satisfied the Navy that they are free from physical defects and moral indiscretions. They are Seniors Matthew Birmingham, Charles Herber, William M. T. tank team by the same score.